


In 1964 Leopoldo Latini opens a new horizon 
for the company: production kitchens. The 
brand was named «Latini Cucine».
In 1977, at an exhibition in Milan, Latini made 
a revolution in the presentation of the kitchens. 
In the active period of demographic growth in 
Italy, the emergence of small apartments was 
to dictate their demands to the size kitchens. 
The unique model «Churchill», designed for 
the kitchen up to 6 square meters, has finally 
proved that as Leopoldo Latini said: «Every cu-
bic centimeter of furniture should work!» 
Even the smallest kitchen— the production 
area, in which everything must be practical and 
organized.
Currently the company has a wide range of 
more than 40 items of different styles of kitch-
ens: classic, modern, hi-tech. Quality — is a critical factor, based on which, the com-

pany takes into account the increasing needs of cus-
tomers. «Latini Cucine» scrupulously applies the high 
standards to the management and workers, production 
process and materials for the production. The company 
is using basically aluminum and wood, such as: ma-
hogany, ash, walnut, cherry, oak, and light beech. Our 
specialists travel the world, selecting the best tree spe-
cies which are further processed and delivered to the 
stores and get to the consumers in the form of kitchens, 
tables and chairs.
As a result of the use of quality materials and multi-
control at each stage of production, product quality 
is impeccable. The ability to fit into any space and to 
realize all the wishes of the consumer to make every 
moment of his stay in the kitchen a comfortable, cozy 
and beautiful — this is one of the major factors of the 
worldwide success of the «Latini» company.
 

«Every cubic centimeter of furniture should work!»

Company history began in Via Roma, the city called Jesi, in 1930. 
There in a small craft workshop Alfredo Latini, father of the cur-
rent owner of the company — Leopoldo Latini, with a knife and 
hammer, with his own hands had started creating separate pieces of 
furniture — tables, cabinets, chairs, and offered the products under 
his family name, already then creating the trust in the family brand. 
After the Second World War, Italy’s economy was in complete dis-
array: many companies have become bankrupt, but the company 
of Leopoldo and Alfredo Latini. It has actively participated in the 
reconstruction of Italy: producing windows and doors of houses, 
meanwhile continuing to develop the production of furniture. 
By the end of the 80’s, the brand «Latini» strengthening distribution 

and developing its own sales network, has become widely known in 
many major European cities: Barcelona, Paris, Cologne. Branches of 
the company were opened in New York, Shanghai and London. The 
brand «Latini» has attracted the attention of such prominent person-
alities as Kirk Douglas, Fendi, Gianni Arduini. 
In the early 90’s the sales of the company has included Saudi Arabia, 
UAE, Egypt. In the year 2000 to meet the growing demand for high 
quality furniture in the shortest possible time, the Latini opens its 
production in Moscow, Russia. 
In 2010–2011 the company is planning to open its doors to the 
customers in Abu Dhabi and Dubai with both brands, «Latini Casa» 
and «Latini Cucine».

«Latini Casa» was founded in the year 2000 as a separate divi-
sion, though seamlessly linked to the other «worlds» within the 
Latini Group, providing a platform for Leopoldo to set out his 
vision of the living space: an intimate and very special place, at 
one and the same time both comfortable and sophisticated.
For connoisseurs of luxury, Italian design team led by famous 
Italian designers create a unique solutions, ideally suited to the 
interiors of individual apartments and houses, and meet all the 
tastes of customers.
Italy — a country with centuries-old traditions of design and 

is now a trendsetter in the furniture industry. Developing new 
models, the company relies on the latest trends in furniture 
design, creating its unique, inimitable furniture. Today the 
catalogue includes a wide range of designs from furniture to 
accessories, and from fabrics to ornaments and lighting, modu-
lar arrangement for the living room, bathroom and a complete 
kitchen system, thereby providing a solution to every essential 
furnishing requirement. 
There are more than 500 italian furniture and accessories facto-
ries that work with Latini on creating the best solution possible.



A NEW COnCEPT 
OF LIVING SPACE 

conceived as an enjoyable rediscovery of a 

daily habitat which is stylishly customized, 

and focussing on the simplicity and 

stylishness of the furniture — providing 

maximum light and airy living space for  

relaxation after work and equally pleasurable  

parties at home with friends and family.

LIVIng Simplicity and stylishness of the furniture



The soUnDS of imagination Soften sleek linesModern style



The  CONTrAST dwell in harmony



THIS IS THE VISITING 
CARD OF A HOME 

the dining space of a home needs  to dem-

onstrate the elegance and style of the owner. 

Our designers are constantly searching for 

contemporary and state-of-the-art solutions 

to portray their flair in the furniture. 

DIniNG
Elegance and style of the owner



through cultures and time



where boundaries are blurredA timeless world...



Stylish and
cozy Atmosphere
is accomplished  with Latini Casa designers 

when developing the solutions for the 

sleeping and relaxing space in your home. 

Various materials, including aluminum, 

wood, plastic, textiles are united every time 

in unique ways to create a truly one and only 

design.

SLEEPInG



A breath of silence



Fabulous fabricsThe SCEnT 
  of Italian leather



benefit from 
a relaxiNg,

elegant and efficient working environment.  

Our designers’ primary goal is to beautifully 

craft the utmost use from the working space  

whilst designing a wonderfully comfortable 

working space based on the individual needs 

of the client.

WOrKinG



Individual working space 

Space for succsessful business





Kids comfort, 
joy and safet y 

are the key factors taken into consideration 

by Latini when designing their rooms.  

Numerous textures and ecological materials 

form a variety of design solutions for our 

small clients.

CHILDrEN





One of the Latini’s specialties is the 

extRaordinaRy variety of 

elements and accessories available for each 

model.  There is a dazzling arrayof layouts 

which can be personalized with countless 

furnishing and accessory possibilities.

Accessories





The process of the design starts from the 

very idea of the place, its habi-

tants, their preferences and way of life, and 

finds itself on the draft sketches that later de-

velop to the design proposal and a 3D model 

of your new home or office. 

INSPIrATIOn

The close working relationship 
between the client, our archi-
tects and designers is evident 
from the very first meeting and 
continues through to the end 
of the furnishing process, thus 
ensuring a highquality of the 
work which our clients recog-
nize as true professionalism.



DESIGN AnD    InSTALlATION
Latini offers a comprehensive design service to its clients. Following 
an initial meeting with our Project Manager at our showroom, your 
home or office, at your convenience, we will take the necessary mea-
surements and produce a survey with an initial design scheme and 
estimate for you to discuss. 

Once you are completely happy with your design, the project will be 
managed by one of our VIP Client Service Managers, who will ensure 
that the delivery and installation run smoothly. 

All Latini work comes with a guarantee, but perhaps its best testi-
monial is that the company has been in existence since 1930 and 
continues to pride itself on its high level of service and quality of 
goods.  Most of the Latini’s commissions come by the way of personal 
recommendation.

Handmade to ordeR

Whether kitchens are modern or tradi-
tional, they are all made by, and using, the 
expert skills of Latini’s own craftsmen. The 
company believes in the heritage of time-
honored, bespoke craftsmanship and the 
use of the highest quality materials, which 
has made Latini’s Italian furniture the by-
word for excellence.
 
Latini makes furniture that combines er-
gonomic efficiency with an individual 
look and quality that can only be achieved 
by true craftsmen.

Skilled 
craftsmanship   

Skilled cabinet-makers work on 
individual pieces of furniture; each 
carefully identified with the name 
of the client and stamped with the 
individual number.



Beautiful 
materials

Beautiful kitchens, which are designed 
to last, are designed using many different 
materials harmoniously.
The best quality timber such as 
European oak, American walnut and 
maple is used for doors; wood veneers 
for interiors; hardwearing granite and 
solid timber for worktops; end-grain 
maple for chopping blocks and durable 
stone for floors.
Thick glass and polished steel are 
used for their reflective qualities and 
strength. It is the subtle combination of 
tone, color and texture which makes for 
a great kitchen design.

«Every cubic centimeter of furniture should work!»

Martina



Beverly FuturaVega Infiniti

A room in which to cook, entertain, relax



DinamicaErika



ENviroNmentally 
friendly 
Latini selects wood for its character and from re-

newable sources. Ecological species such as ma-

ple and oak are preferred.

Masters of the aRt  
Latini’s specialist painters will work with you to 

create the perfect color scheme for your kitchen, 

before carrying out the work in your home.




